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Abstract

Dome-shaped audio displays, by nature, surround the listeners.
Accordingly, in rendering 3D virtual audio content, they are very
good localizing more distant sound sources in far-field, and from
all directions. Unfortunately, these audio displays are not opti-
mized for the rendering of virtual sound sources located in the
near-field (inside the dome). On the other hand, binaural audio
displays incorporating Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) related tech-
niques are able to render virtual sound sources between the audio
display and the listener. We investigate here the idea that near-field
and far-field audio content can effectively be presented by simulta-
neously combining these two kinds of audio displays. We imple-
mented a prototype and presented it during the last IX symposium
at the [SAT]. We describe here how we built this prototype and
report our findings: our prototype was effective regarding 1) the
performance of the simultaneous rendering of both fields, 2) the
set up time (few calibration parameters), and 3) perception during
the transition state between the two renderings.
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1 Introduction

This paper presents a prototypical audio rendering system
that was demonstrated in the 2017 IX symposium at the So-
ciety for arts and technology [SAT] in Montreal. The de-
velopment of the system was motivated by our experiences
in rendering audio for multi-channel loudspeaker configura-
tions, such as the Satosphere of the SAT, a 11.5-meter high
dome-shaped audiovisual display with 31 channels of au-
dio mapped to 157 surrounding loudspeakers. In configura-
tions of this sort, one common audio perspective is rendered
for a single group of people located within the dome. For
these kinds of systems, we have observed that the render-
ing of virtual sound sources is most perceptually effective
when these sources are located beyond a particular distance

Figure 1: Demonstration of our dual audio rendering proto-
type during the IX symposium at the Society for Arts and
Technology. The MyBeam Speaker arrays are located in the
center of the dome, where the visual of the virtual audio
scene is displayed.

from the virtual listening point in the audio scene. In prac-
tice, this distance has corresponded to the distance from the
virtual listening point to the loudspeakers, say around 6 me-
ters, in the case of the Satosphere dome. However, when
locating virtual sound closer to the virtual listening point, at
a distance of say, less than 6 meters, the rendering is quite
unconvincing; the perception of proximity to the source is
vague, while the intimate space surrounding the listener re-
mains “vacant”. Our observation correlates with sound lo-
calization perception study that emphases the importance of
distance cues, and more particularly, the perceptual differ-
ence between close sounds (located at “arms length”) and
far sounds [1].

Borrowing from the literature [2], we adopt the terminol-
ogy near-field and far-field to refer, respectively, to the space
in the virtual audio scene immediately surrounding the Vir-
tual Listening Point (VLP), and the surrounding space at a
distance of greater than one meter. The near-field is of par-
ticular interest since within it, binaural localization cues vary
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(a) The Satosphere is large scale audio display able to host
many listeners simultaneously.

(b) The MyBeam speaker array is a portable audio dis-
play delivering highly detailed stereo image without head-
phones.

Figure 2: Audio displays of our prototype.

with source distance (and not relative incidence): as the ra-
tio of distances from the source to the closer and further ears
increases, so does the interaural intensity difference, due to
the effect of head-shadowing. With this in mind, and given
the limitations of the Satosphere dome audio display system
to deliver these kinds of binaural localization cues to audi-
tors in the near-field, we adopted a hybrid audio rendering
system consisting of the dome’s far-field audio display and
several near-field open-air binaural audio displays, each ca-
pable of delivering a discrete binaural audio signal to nearby
listeners without the need for headphones. For each audio
display, the audio scene is specifically rendered; both dis-
plays combine to create a perceptually continuous and more
homogeneous listening experience of sound sources at all
distances, giving sonic liveliness to the previously “vacant”
space around the listener.

Our prototype aims to improve the perception of sound
sources that lie within the “vacant” space that is bounded
by, and to the inside of the surrounding audio display, and
in doing so, open the door to artistic exploitation of the son-
ically intimate space around the listener.

2 Rendering multiple, simultaneous audio
displays with SATIE

Our previous works with SATIE and the dome at the [SAT]
addressed spatialization and composition methodology. The
work focused on immersive environments with a single au-
dio display composed of several speakers, and more partic-
ularly, the dome audio display [3, 4]. Our prototype, de-
scribed in next section, is built on top of several technologies
and adapations we made to SATIE. This section describes in
more detail, the two audio displays we used: the 31 channel
dome at the [SAT] and the binaural WFS portable speaker
bar from Comhear 1. We also describe here how we enabled

1https://www.comhear.com/

ambisonic rendering in SATIE, as required for the binaural
computation for the WFS audio display.

Audio displays

The dome at the [SAT] is called the Satosphere. This dome
forms a 360-degree spherical projection screen where 350
visitors can be accommodated in an 18 meters diameter and
11.5 meters high space. The Satosphere is used as a space
for the tangible, inclusive and immersive experiences such
as movies, visualization projects, dance or game programs
that explore new conceptual and sensory territories on a hu-
man scale. The Satosphere is equipped with 8 video projec-
tors & 157 speakers. Figure 2(a) shows the scale of the Sato-
sphere and how the speaker are disposed around the dome:
any direction from horizon to the top can be computed using
standard panning algorithm such as VBAP [3].

Figure 2(b) shows a MyBeam™speaker array from Com-
hear. It is a binaural WFS portable & open-air audio display.
It can render sound sources outside (and in front) of the au-
dio display itself while providing a coherent stereo image
for potentially multiple listeners without headphones. As
described in [5], the speakers use an innovative method for
the optimization of beamforming, to control a small speaker
array in the production of spatialized, localized, and binaural
virtual surround or 3D sound.

The SATIE audio engine

SATIE [3] is an audio rendering engine built with the Su-
perCollider [6] audio programming system. It takes ad-
vantage of the SuperNova [7] server for efficient, parallel
computation to deliver many audio sources spatialized over
many audio channels [4]. SATIE’s architecture is designed
to be modular and uses the plugin paradigm to create struc-
tures combining audio sources, effects and spatialization al-
gorithms (VBAP, ATK, AmbIEM, SC-HOA is underway)

https://www.comhear.com/
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Figure 3: Audio computation pipeline

adapted to several kinds of audio displays. Being a Super-
Collider Quark (the SuperCollider extension format), SATIE
is easy to deploy.

SATIE can be controlled directly through SuperCollider
language or using its OSC [8] protocol. We prefer to control
it with 3D engines (Unity 3D, Blender). A generic python
module is underway which, we hope, will simplify integra-
tion with other tools, including Panda 3D engine [9].

In order to render binaural audio for the stereo image re-
quired by the MyBeam speaker array, we implemented an
audio rendering that incorporates ambisonics for panning.
We included ambisonics decoders and effects in our renderer
postprocessing pipeline (see Figure 3), allowing for sound
sources to output to a unique binaural decoder configured
for a particular speaker orientation. We have found that a
third order ambisonics implementation offers a reasonable
spatial resolution.

distance
dome surfacefar near

near-field volumefar-field volume

Figure 4: Crossfade between volumes of the two renderers.
Since sound source volumes are computed by each renderer,
a crossfade is applied (per sound source) in order gracefully
transition between displays when the trajectory crosses the
dome.

3 Prototype design and description

At the aforementioned 2017 IX symposium, our prototype
consisted of a combination of two different audio displays:
the Satosphere and several Wave Field Synthesis (WFS)
bars, as illustrated with Figure 5. For this presentation we
used the dome’s standard 32-channel speaker configuration

for the far-field display, while for the near-field display, we
rigged the center of the dome with a ring of 8 MyBEAM
binaural speakers, each at standing height and oriented out-
wards horizontally, at intervals of 45 degrees (e.g. N, NE,
E, SE, S, SW, W, NW). We opted to use two instances of
SATIE running on two different computers, one for each
display. The two instances were rendering identical audio
scenes controlled by one instance of an interactive 3D scene,
projected on the dome. The listening perspective rotation
corresponding to each binaural near-field display had to be
computed according to its physical (MyBEAM) speaker po-
sition within the space.

The VLP is located in the center of the 3D scene (center
of the dome) and the audio display’s cross-fade coefficient is
calculated, per sound source, according to its distance from
the VLP in the audio scene. We tune an exponential func-
tion “by ear” in order to obtain the most natural sounding
and “seemless” transition between far field and near field, as
illustrated in Figure 4. With the ability to compute binaural
localization cues for near-field sound sources, and the ability
to deliver binaural rendered audio to listeners in the dome
without the need for headphones, we are able to focus on
tuning the hybrid system to ensure that approaching and re-
treating sound sources transition smoothly between the near-
field and far-field audio displays.

Thus, our prototypical hybrid system combines two audio
renders: A and B; both render the same audio scene con-
taining a single VLP and several nearby and distant sound
sources. Renderer A renders sound sources very near to the
VLP, while B renders the remaining sounds. The renders’
outputs are diffused and combined within the same listening
space. Care is taken to ensure that each system’s speaker
configuration is properly oriented with respect to the au-
dioscene, to ensure a coherent combined aural image.

Our hybrid near-field/far-field system defines the follow-
ing:

• the “near field”: the space surrounding the VLP, at the
center of which sound sources will only be rendered to
the near-field audio display
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(a) The virtual sound source is located outside the dome: it is visi-
ble on the dome display and can be heard throught the dome sound
system.

(b) The virtual sound source is located inside the dome: it is not
visible in the dome display, but can be heard throught the WFS
sound system located at the center of the dome

Figure 5: Illustration of a single sound source (the sphere) rendering when crossing the dome-shaped display. Arrows show the
locations and orientations of the speakers of each display.

• the “near field radius”: a distance from the VLP, be-
yond which sound sources will only be rendered to the
far-field audio display.

• the “transition region”: the space between the near-
field radius and the VLP in which sound sources will
be rendered to both near and far-field audio displays,
using a cross-fade operation to determine for a given
source the amount of its energy sent to each display.

• the “cross fade exponent”: a value to change the qual-
ity of the cross fade operation, allowing for empirical
tuning of sound source transitions to and from the near-
field.

Thus, if a given sound source’s distance to the VLP is
less than the “near-field radius” length, its output is cross-
faded between the two audio display systems because the
sound source is within the “transition region”. In such a
case, if the value of the “cross fade exponent” is equal to
one, the cross-fade will be linear, proportional to the dis-
tance divided by the near-field radius, otherwise it will pro-
duce a non-linear cross-fade that either augments or reduces
the amount of sound source energy in the near field, based
on that distance. Ideally, we would like for the perception of
the cross-fading between the two audio display systems to
be as continuous and transparent as possible. By adjusting
the “near field radius” and the “cross-fade exponent” param-
eters, we can make improvements towards that end.

4 Conclusion and future works

We have prototyped a hybrid immersive environment with
simultaneous rendering of the same audio scene graph for
two audio displays: a far-field 31 channel dome, and six in-
dependent binaural WFS speaker arrays producing a coher-
ent near-field stereo image to several listeners without head-
phones. The prototype implementation included a virtual
3D scene containing virtual sound sources moving towards
and away from the virtual listening position at the dome’s
center. The far-field and near-field zones were computed by
two separate SATIE renderers, managing respectively, the
dome audio display and the six MyBeam speaker arrays lo-
cated at the center of the dome. To ensure that the energy of
the sound sources in the virtual scene is distributed evenly
across the two audio displays, we implemented a source spe-
cific amplitude crossfade between both renderers, based on
each source’s distance to the virtual listening position, us-
ing a near-field radius that corresponds approximately to the
distance from the dome’s center to its speakers).

The demo during the IX symposium demonstrated the vi-
ability of our prototype: we had the opportunity to hear vir-
tual 3D scenes with sound source trajectories that pass inside
and outside of the dome. Subjectively speaking, we would
say that the crossfade between the two renderers that we de-
veloped is sufficiently “graceful” and “natural” so as to go
largely unnoticed. The demo was easily mounted within few
hours, the main challenge was the calibration of the cross-
fade between renderers.

We are optimistic about the ability to apply our experi-
ences with the prototype to the creation of impromptu (spon-
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taneous) immersive environments with hybrid audio dis-
plays combined with video mapping, AR headsets, or others.
We are particularly interested in the application of near-field
/ far-field rendering techniques in the context of multi-user
Augmented Reality applications, in which, user-specific mo-
bile audiovisual displays can uniquely render local audio
content within an “arm’s reach” of the user, extending the
range of interaction to include the fine and intimate space
surrounding him/her. Finally, in future work, we intend to
investigate the use of other audio displays and automation
of the calibration process for hybrid setups, possibly involv-
ing mobile listeners.
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